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Abstract

In this paper we use high-dimensional models, estimated by the Least Absolute Shrinkage

and Selection Operator (LASSO), to forecast the Brazilian inflation. The models are com-

pared to benchmark specifications such as linear autoregressive (AR) and the factor models

based on principal components. Our results showed that the LASSO-based specifications

have the smallest errors for short-horizon forecasts. However, for long horizons the AR

benchmark is the best model with respect to point forecasts. The factor model also pro-

duces some good long horizon forecasts in a few cases. We estimated all the models for the

two most important Brazilian inflation measures, the IPCA and the IGP-M indexes. The

results also showed that there are differences on the selected variables for both measures.

Finally, the most important variables selected by the LASSO based models are, in general,

related to government debt and money. On the other hand, variables such as unemployment

and production were rarely selected by the LASSO.

Keywords: Emerging economies, Monetary policy, Brazilian inflation, Forecasting,

LASSO, Shrinkage, Model selection

1. Introduction

Inflation is an economic variable difficult to forecast. However, reliable forecasts provide

us a more transparent economic environment. For example, companies need to know the

future inflation to make their investment decisions, investors use inflation forecasts to know

their real gains, wages are adjusted based on future inflation and contracts such as rent and
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mortgages uses it as an index to correct future prices. Furthermore, Central Banks usually

need reliable inflation forecasts in order to conduct monetary policy (inflation targeting).

For countries like Brazil, which had a long and recent hyperinflation experience, it is even

more important to understand inflation’s components and future behavior.

In 1999 the Brazilian government adopted inflation target policies to make the econ-

omy more transparent and stable. This changed the dynamic of inflation and created new

challenges to keep it on the target. For example, volatility in the exchange rate had to

be controlled since it is directly connected to inflation (Minella et al., 2003). Bogdanski

et al. (2000) argues that inflation targets may be a good alternative for monetary policies

in emerging countries, however it has to be handled carefully. In the Brazilian case, it has

brought lower inflation rates and more stable prices (Carraraa and Correab, 2012; De Pooter

et al., 2014).

There is an extensive recent literature on the determinants of Brazilian inflation, espe-

cially on the Phillips curve and its relation to unemployment (Nunes et al., 2005; Mendonça

et al., 2012; Sachsida, 2013). But some of these results are controversial especially when

different proxies and different periods of analysis are considered (Sachsida, 2013). The lit-

erature on inflation forecast is smaller, but also rich. More recently, Arruda et al. (2011)

used several linear and nonlinear models and the Phillips curve to forecast inflation. The

authors showed that some nonlinear models and the simple autoregressive (AR) model pro-

duce smaller forecast errors than the Phillips curve. Figueiredo and Marques (2009) used

long-memory heteroskedastic models to show that the Brazilian inflation has long-range

dependence both on the mean and on the variance. However, they do not exclude the im-

portance of the short term AR component. The relevance of the past inflation is also pointed

out by Kohlscheen (2012).

Although the Phillips curve is the main theoretical framework to model inflation, there

is an increasing interest finding other variables that may describe its dynamics. Stock and
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Watson (1999) did an extensive work with a large list of macroeconomic variables and showed

that the best variables to forecast inflation are, in general, linked to production. However,

these variable can be very different from the expected on the traditional unemployment

framework of the Phillips Curve. Additionally, Atkeson and Ohanian (2001) showed that

the Phillips curve cannot produce better forecasts when compared with a simpler naive

models. These results led to the search for models and variables to forecast and explain

inflation, such as prices of commodities (Chen et al., 2014), financial variables (Forni et al.,

2003), and several economic activity and expectation variables (Groen et al., 2013). In many

cases, these variables were relevant to forecast inflation.

The main goal in this paper is to forecast inflation considering a large number of po-

tential variables presented. We also analyze the selected variables and show their possible

interpretation in the model. We use three type of models. First, the simple AR model,

which uses only the past inflation as predictor. Second, since our dataset has more than 100

variables, we also used factor models. These models use principal components as explana-

tory variables. We selected the number of components using Bai and Ng (2002) criterion.

The last class of models is based on shrinkage, more precisely the LASSO (Least Absolute

Shrinkage and Selection Operator, (Tibshirani, 1996)) and the adaLASSO (adaptive Least

Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator, (Zou, 2006)). These models try to select the

relevant variables using a penalty on the loss function. Although they may produce esti-

mates with in-sample bias, they significantly reduce the out-of-sample forecast errors and

variance. The adaLASSO is an improved version that corrects some of the problems of the

LASSO.

Our research contributes to the literature on merging markets in several ways. First,

we use high dimensional models to forecast the Brazilian inflation in the same spirit as

in Medeiros and Vasconcelos (2015). Most of the previous works use only Phillips curve

related variables or simple univariate time-series models. Our results show that LASSO
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and adaLASSO models produce reliable inflation forecasts for horizons up to four months

ahead. However, even with the inclusion of many candidate variables, the best model for

longer horizons is the simple AR model. Second, we analyze and forecast the two most

used Brazilian inflation measures and we are able to point several differences between them,

especially for short-horizon models, where the selected candidate variables are different for

both measures. Third, although our main goal is to forecast inflation, we have some new

evidence on which variables are relevant to explain the Brazilian inflation dynamics. We

show that for the official inflation (IPCA), nearly all the selected variables are related to

government debt. Although we do not establish any causality relation, it is important to

point out that these variables were selected on a space of more than 100 candidates. We also

show that for the alternative inflation measure (IGP-M), variables related to the amount of

money and credit in the economy are as well relevant predictors.

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents the LASSO and the adaLASSO

models and how they select the relevant variables amongst all the candidates; in section 3

we discuss the characteristics of the inflation measures that were used and show the main

results. We conclude in section 4.

2. LASSO models

The Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) was initially proposed

by Tibshirani (1996). The idea behind the method is to shrink irrelevant coefficients in a re-

gression to zero. This is done by adding a penalty to the loss function that penalizes directly

the estimated parameters, excluding those which are irrelevant. The LASSO estimator is

defined as:

β̂ = arg min
β̂
||Y −Xβ||22 + λ

p∑
j=1

|βj|, (1)
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where β is the n × 1 vector of parameters, Y = (y1, ..., yn)′, X is the P × n data matrix

and λ is the shrinkage parameter. Figure 1 shows how the LASSO works: in the x axis

we have the λ and on the y axis the coefficients; each line represents one different variable

and the figure shows that the number of selected variables and the size of the coefficients

decrease as we increase the shrinkage parameter. Moreover, the LASSO can be used when

one is dealing with more variables than observations (Zhao and Yu, 2006; Meinshausen and

Yu, 2009).

If we define β̂0 as the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimator without any shrinkage

and λols as the largest penalty parameter that delivers the same result as the OLS (no

shrinkag), there will be shrinkage for any λ > λols. Additionally, let λc be the smallest

penalty parameter that results in a model only with a constant term. Then, we must choose

λ from the interval λols ≤ λ ≤ λc. The best λ is chosen using cross-validation or some

information criterion such as the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC).

Zhao and Yu (2006) and Zou (2006) showed that the LASSO does not have the oracle

property as defined by Fan and Li (2001), i.e. the LASSO may fail to select the correct subset

of relevant variables and its parameters may not have the same asymptotic distribution as the

OLS estimator with only the relevant variables. To solve these issues, Zou (2006) proposed

the adaptive LASSO (adaLASSO). It consists in a two step estimation that uses a first model

to generate different weights for each candidate variable. These weights are then used in the

LASSO. The adaLASSO estimator is defined as:

β̂ = arg min
β̂
||Y −Xβ||22 + λ

p∑
j=1

wj|βj|, (2)

where wj = (β̂∗j )
−τ , β̂∗j is a first-step estimate and τ is a parameter chosen by using the same

criterion as λ.

In order to maximize the model’s predictive power, it is usual to select the parameters λ
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and τ using cross-validation. However, in a time-series case when the data is not independent

and identically distributed (i.i.d.), Wang et al. (2007) and Zou et al. (2007) showed that

the BIC is a reliable alternative since cross-validation in a non i.i.d. framework may be

complicated. Moreover, Medeiros and Mendes (2015) showed that selecting the parameters

λ and τ in a time-series environment using the BIC and the LASSO as the first step for

the adaLASSO results in estimates that have the oracle property even in adverse situations

with heteroskedasticity and t distributed errors. Moreover, the authors allow the number of

candidate variables increase with the number of observations and show that based on these

conditions the adaLASSO is model selection consistent, i.e. it chooses the most parsimonious

model asymptotically. These are very strong results, assuming that we have the oracle in

our set of variables and asymptotic conditions are met, the adaLASSO will select the right

variables and their distribution will be the same as the OLS estimator with the correct

variables. Moreover, it will not select useless variables.

3. Main Results

In this section we show the results for the two most important Brazilian price indexes:

the IPCA calculated by the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE); and the

IGP-M calculated by the Getúlio Vargas Foundation (FGV). Figure 2 shows the inflation

calculated from both indexes. Our dataset consists of 102 monthly variables that cover

production, government debt, price indexes, financial markets, taxes, import and export of

goods and services, government accounts, savings, investment, wages, international variables

that may be related to the Brazilian economy, etc. These variables came from the Brazilian

Central Bank, the FGV, the IBGE, the IPEADATA and the Bloomberg databases. The

period of analysis is from January 2000 to December 2013. We selected these data because

the inflation target policy in Brazil started only in July 1999, and before that the generation

process of inflation was probably different. Additionally, the Brazilian economy was still
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adapting to the new currency, implemented in 1994, and the economic policy during the late

1990s.

We estimated simple AR models, factor models using Bai and Ng (2002) criterion to

select the number of principal components, and the LASSO and adaLASSO models using

the BIC to choose the pair (λ, τ) and the LASSO as the first step for the adaLASSO. All

variables were tested for unit-root and first-differentiated when necessary. Moreover, we

used four lags of the candidate variables and monthly dummies as possible predictors of

inflation. The models were estimated using a rolling window of 132 observations and the

forecasts were compared using the Giacomini and White (2006) test. The out-of-sample

period is from January 2011 to December 2013. Finally, we estimated models and forecasts

for 1 to 12 steps ahead. The estimated equation is defined in (3):

πt+h = α0 +
3∑
i=0

γiπt−i +
3∑
i=0

β′xt−i + ut+h, (3)

where, πt+h is the inflation calculated as (Pt+h−Pt+h−1)

Pt+h−1
, α0 is a constant term, xt is the vector

containing all candidate variables and ut is an error term. Equation (3) states that the

monthly inflation h periods ahead is a function of the today’s and the previous 3 months

inflation and other control variables.

3.1. IPCA Inflation Index

The IPCA is the Brazilian official price index. It is calculated monthly by IBGE using

data from families that earn between 1 and 40 minimum monthly wages and live in urban

areas.

The first important result to point out is that the Brazilian inflation is highly autocor-

related, which means that simple AR models tend to provide good forecasts (Arruda et al.,

2011; Figueiredo and Marques, 2009). Figure 3 shows that the first-order autocorrelation of

the IPCA inflation is more than 0.6, and it remains high until the fourth lag. Moreover, there
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is also a small seasonal behavior. We included the monthly dummies as candidate variables

to control this seasonality. However, it is more likely that the dummies will be excluded by

the LASSO and the seasonality will be captured by other candidate variables with similar

behavior. To contextualize, the autocorrelation of US inflation, if we consider the CPI, is

also around 0.6 on the first lag for monthly data. However, it decreases significantly slower

than the Brazilian autocorrelation, which is less than 0.3 on the third lag and statistically

zero on the fifth lag. In the US case, the autocorrelation remains close to 0.6 until the 10th

lag, and on the 25th lag it is getting close to 0.4.

Figure 4 shows the root mean squared error (RMSE) and the mean absolute error (MAE)

for the AR, the Factor model, the LASSO and the adaLASSO specifications for all the 12

forecast horizons. Regarding the RMSE in (a), the adaLASSO has smaller error for short

horizons (up to 4 months) and the AR is the best model in most of the remaining horizons.

The LASSO has errors slightly bigger than the adaLASSO and the factor model performed

badly until period 8, but it presented the smallest errors for 9 and 10 months ahead. The

results for the MAE (panel (b)) are similar to those of the RMSE, the most important

differences are that the AR has a slightly better performance in the t+ 2 forecasts and the

LASSO and the adaLASSO have basically the same error in t + 6. The adaLASSO had

a few large errors, which are more penalized by the RMSE. The mean absolute error for

the adaLASSO in t + 1 is approximately 0.13%. If we consider all the forecast horizons,

the average MAE is approximately 0.166% and 0.167% for the adaLASSO and the AR,

respectively. If we consider the first four horizons the errors are 0.151% and 0.167%; on the

last 8 horizons they are 0.171% and 0.164%.

Figure 5 shows the average number of variables selected by the LASSO and the adaLASSO

in all forecast horizons. The adaLASSO is, in general, more parsimonious, which is natural

since its first step was the LASSO. However, starting in t + 6, both models select basically

the same variables; and from t + 8 to t + 12 most models select zero variables, becoming
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constant-only models. Considering that the adaLASSO has the oracle property, there are

three possible conclusions: 1) the Brazilian monthly inflation cannot be predicted on long

horizons using macroeconomic variables available today, i.e., no variable is relevant; 2) the

relevant variables are not in our database, which is very unlikely since we covered all type

of variables; 3) many variables are relevant for long horizons but their coefficients are very

small and the LASSO forces them to be zero. The most plausible hypotheses are 1 and 3.

To test the third hypothesis we re-estimated the adaLASSO using the ridge regression as

the first step, but the results were the same. The ridge regression is similar to the LASSO,

however it penalizes the squared parameters instead of their absolute value. The squared

penalization never excludes variables, i.e. their coefficients can be very small, but they do

not reach zero. Using the ridge as the first step gives more liberty to the adaLASSO choose

the variables, since none of them were previously excluded.

Table 1 shows the correlation between the forecasts and the Giacomini and White (GW)

test (Giacomini and White, 2006) p-values to check if the forecasts are statistically equal. We

show the results for t+1, t+3, t+6 and t+12. The results show that although some models

perform better than others in different horizons, their forecasts are indeed statistically equal

even when their correlation is small. Unfortunately, our dataset does not allow us to have

more than 36 out-of-sample periods to check the robustness of these results. Figure 6 shows

the cumulative squared errors for the same horizons as table 1. It shows that even-though

some models have smaller errors, they have a very similar behavior (excluding the factor

model) especially in the horizons t + 6 and t + 12. Even the factor model forecasts being

apparently very different from the others, especially in t+ 6, the GW test failed to capture

this difference in most cases.

Figures 7 and 8 present the selected variables in the LASSO and adaLASSO for several

forecast horizons1. The t + 1 forecast models have more variables than the others and it

1We do not have space to show exactly which variables were selected in each model in the paper. If you
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is the only horizon with AR terms. Factors were not selected except by one period in the

LASSO. Amongst the selected variables are, in the adaLASSO case, other inflation indexes

such as the IGP-DI, the federal government debt, the Dollar exchange rate, the debt of

the states and cities, and others. Government debt variables are selected very often for the

t + 1 and occasionally for t + 3 models, especially states and cities debt. Since this type

of variable is first-differentiated, when the variation of the debt is very big and positive, it

probably means that the government is expending more money and pressuring the inflation.

The results for t + 6 and t + 12 show the same information as Figure 5, i.e. most of the

models are constant only, with government debt variables and unemployment appearing a

few times. Finally, there was an unusual result in the t + 12 adaLASSO, which selected 17

variables. This model in particular had a forecast error of nearly 40%.

Table 2 shows how the selected variables are distributed. The first is the proportion

of other inflation indexes, AR components and dummy variables. In many cases the AR

terms were replaced by other indexes, especially the IGP-DI. The second row shows the

proportion of the variables which are not included in the first row, i.e., variables that are

mostly unrelated with prices. We define this group as economic leading variables. They are

selected more than those in the first row, meaning that there is relevant information which

is not the simple AR component of the inflation. The second group of rows (3-7) shows how

the economic variables are distributed. In the t+ 1 case, government debt (especially cities

and states debt) accounts for nearly 70% of all the economic variables selected by the model.

Therefore, an increase in the government debt is incorporated very fast in the inflation. If

we consider all the horizons, money variables, exchange rates and unemployment become

more representative. However, these three categories together are selected approximately in

the same proportion as government debt variables alone. Money variables are mostly M3

and M4; in a very general way, the M3 considers all the paper money held by the population,

are interested in the exact variables please contact the authors.
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demand and time deposits, applications in investment funds and savings and the M4 is the

M3 plus government bonds.

Brazil has historically a very interventionist government, and our results are evidence

that government debt is the most important variable to forecast inflation excluding its AR

component. This result may be related to the poor performance of the Phillips curve to

forecast inflation in Arruda et al. (2011) and to the ambiguous results in different studies of

the Brazilian inflation pointed by Sachsida (2013).

3.2. IGP-M Inflation Index

The IGP-M is also a very important index to measure inflation in Brazil. It is used on

several contracts, such as energy prices and rent. Its construction is basically the same as

the IGP-DI, the only difference is that the IGP-M is referent to the 21st day of the previous

month until the 20th day of the current month, and the IGP-DI covers all days of the current

month.

The IGP-M is more volatile than the IPCA. Its coefficient of variation is 1.24, much

larger than the IPCA figure, 0.73. Moreover, the IGP-M is also larger. In our sample, it has

an average of 0.65% per month against 0.52% of the IPCA. Finally, the correlation between

the two indexes is 0.73. This is a low correlation considering that the two most important

American inflation measures, the CPI and the PCE, have a correlation of approximately

0.90. The IGP-M has an autocorrelation even bigger than the IPCA. Figure 9 shows that

the first-order autocorrelation is approximately 0.75.

Figure 10 shows the RMSE and the MAE for all IGP-M models in all the 12 forecast

horizons. The first important thing to point out is that the factor model is more stable in

the IGP-M than in the IPCA, even-though it still produces larger errors. The LASSO had a

very bad performance in the horizons t+ 6 and t+ 11. However, the adaLASSO successfully

corrected the big errors of the LASSO. The adaLASSO has smaller errors than the AR only

in t+1, t+3 and t+7, and its performance starts to deteriorate in t+8. However, this time
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the adaLASSO t + 1 forecast is statistically different from the AR and the Factor model

forecasts (see table 3). The average IGP-M inflation is 0.50% in the out-of-sample periods,

and the average MAE for all horizons is 0.37% for the AR and 0.40% for the adaLASSO.

These are very high errors compared to the IPCA and to the average out-of-sample inflation.

The average number of selected variables by the LASSO and the adaLASSO in all forecast

horizons is shown in Figure 11. The LASSO has around five selected variables until the t+7

horizon, when it increases to 20 variables. Note that the poor performance of the LASSO

was also in the horizons t+ 6 and t+ 11, t+ 12. This are exactly the same forecast horizons

which the number of variables is high.

Table 3 and Figure 12 show the correlations between the forecasts, the GW p-values and

the cumulative squared errors of all the models in the horizon t+ 1, t+ 3, t+ 6 and t+ 12.

The results here are very different than the IPCA case. First, there are many statistically

different forecasts, according to the GW test, in t + 1, t + 6 and t + 12. Second, there are

some negative correlations between the forecasts. Third, the LASSO and adaLASSO large

errors are caused by one single out-of-sample period in t+ 12. Finally, the LASSO and the

adaLASSO are statistically the best models to forecast the t+ 1 inflation.

Figures 13 and 14 show the LASSO and adaLASSO selected variables. There were more

unusual results with many selected variables for the IGP-M than for the IPCA. It was

prejudicial in all cases except the t + 6 adaLASSO forecast, which had a RMSE slightly

smaller than the AR. Both the LASSO and the adaLASSO selected more variables in the

t+ 12 horizon and their errors for this horizon were very big. In t+ 1 and t+ 3 the LASSO

selected the IGP-DI instead of the AR component. Government debt and exchange rates

were also selected, but mostly in a smaller proportion than in the IPCA case. Additionally,

the models consistently selected M3 and M4 variables. The adaLASSO in t+1 uses basically

only the IGP-DI as a predictor for the inflation; the other two dots are government debt.

In t+ 6 and some of the omitted horizons we obtained the constant only model. Finally, in
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the IGP-M case, the government also plays an important role in inflation, especially when

M4 is included. However, its importance is smaller than it was in the IPCA case.

Table 4 shows the proportion of the selected variables. As we mentioned before, the most

selected variable are related to money. Government debt comes in second, unemployment

and exchange rates were rarely selected. The t + 1 adaLASSO selected only government

debt variables. However, Figure 14 and the first row of the table show that this is not very

important. The continuous segment of dots in the t + 1 adaLASSO is the IGP-DI, and

debt variables were selected only two times (the two dots in the middle of the t + 1 plot),

accounting for 6% of the selected variables.

4. Final Remarks

We analyzed the two most important Brazilian inflation measures, the IPCA, which is

the official measure, and the IGP-M, which is used on several contracts.

Our main objective was to forecast the inflation. We used several econometric models

such as AR models, factor models, LASSO and adaLASSO. The last two are models based

on shrinkage estimations. These sort of estimation procedure select only a few regressors in

a high-dimensional framework with hundreds of candidate variables.

We used all the models to produce forecasts for several forecast horizons. The adaLASSO

was the best model to forecast the IPCA inflation from one up to four months ahead. On

the other hand, for longer horizons the AR and the factor models have shown smaller errors.

The Giacomini and White test for equal predictive accuracy showed that in the IPCA case,

the forecasts of all the models were not statistically different. However, this find may be du

to the restricted out of sample size (only 36 observations). Finally, most of the variables

selected by the LASSO and the adaLASSO were related to government debt and to the AR

component of the inflation.

Regarding the IGP-M inflation, the adaLASSO was statistically the best model for one
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month ahead forecasts. However, the AR dominated all the other models for longer horizons.

Government debt variables were also selected, but in a smaller proportion than in the IPCA

case. Additionally, the M3 and M4 variables were consistently selected.

We have three main results. First, economic variables other than price indexes are not

good to predict inflation in longer horizons. Second, apart from variables related to inflation

persistence, government debt variables represent the most important predictors to forecast

short term inflation. Third, our evidence is that the inflation mechanisms in Brazil are not

those stated by the Phillips curve, especially when it comes to the unemployment-inflation

relationship. Although Brazilian unemployment indexes are very low, the proportion of the

population that does not work is big due to some public policies that targets only those

which are not currently working. These people are not considered as unemployed because

they are not looking for jobs. This type of policy may change the relationship that variables

related to production have with inflation.

Finally, studies such as this one are especially important for emerging countries like

Brazil. It helps academics and practitioners to understand the inflation determinants and it

also produces reliable forecasts. Many of these countries, including Brazil, had to experience

periods of hyperinflation, and even-though the Brazilian inflation is much more controlled

now than late 1980s and early 1990s, it is still bigger than the inflation in developed countries

and it is much easier for emerging countries to lose control over it.
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5. Tables and Figures

Figure 1: Shrinked coefficients - LASSO
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Table 1: Forecast correlations and GW test p-values: IPCA

t+ 1 AR(4) Factors LASSO adaLASSO t+ 3 AR(4) Factors LASSO adaLASSO

AR(4)
1 0.48 0.75 0.74 1 0.22 0.46 0.33
- (0.037) (0.268) (0.405) - (0.168) (0.161) (0.155)

Factors
0.48 1 0.36 0.41 0.22 1 0.35 0.41

(0.037) - (0.198) (0.390) (0.168) - (0.343) (0.286)

LASSO
0.75 0.36 1 0.96 0.46 0.35 1 0.89

(0.268) (0.198) - (0.380) (0.161) (0.343) - (0.245)

adaLASSO
0.74 0.41 0.96 1 0.33 0.41 0.89 1

(0.405) (0.390) (0.380) - (0.155) (0.286) (0.245) -
t+ 6 t+ 12

AR(4)
1 0.23 0.49 0.13 1 0.50 0.77 0.27
- (0.297) (0.172) (0.349) - (0.329) (0.458) (0.496)

Factor
0.23 1 0.14 0.30 0.50 1 0.20 0.12

(0.279) - (0.426) (0.459) (0.329) - (0.212) (0.151)

LASSO
0.49 0.14 1 0.68 0.77 0.20 1 0.37

(0.172) (0.426) - (0.185) (0.458) (0.212) - (0.340)

adaLASSO
0.13 0.30 0.68 1 0.27 0.12 0.37 1

(0.349) (0.459) (0.185) - (0.496) (0.151) (0.340) -
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Figure 2: IPCA and IGM-M time series
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Figure 3: Autocorrelation function: IPCA
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Figure 4: RMSE and MAE of all models: IPCA
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Figure 5: Number of selected variables: IPCA
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Table 2: Most selected variables: IPCA

LASSO t+ 1 adaLASSO t+ 1 LASSO-all adaLASSO-all
P., AR, Dummy 0.46 0.35 0.29 0.31
Other Variables 0.54 0.65 0.71 0.69

G. debt 0.64 0.69 0.45 0.42
Unemployment 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.19

Exchange 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.02
Money 0.10 0.10 0.21 0.23
Others 0.04 0 0.16 0.14

The table shows how often a a variable from each of the groups was se-
lected.
The first row shows how often autorregressive terms, other inflation mea-
sures and dummy variables were selected. The second how shows the
proportion of the variables which are not considered in the first row.
Rows 3-7 show how the variables of row 2 are distributed.
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Figure 6: Cumulative squared errors: IPCA
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Table 3: Forecast correlations and GW test p-values: IGP-M

t+ 1 AR(4) Factors LASSO adaLASSO t+ 3 AR(4) Factors LASSO adaLASSO

AR(4)
1 0.58 0.92 0.93 1 0.28 0.40 0.69
- (0.044) (0.182) (0.023) - (0.320) (0.434) (0.453)

Factors
0.58 1 0.62 0.55 0.28 1 0.33 0.36

(0.044) - (0.001) (0.003) (0.320) - (0.156) (0.180)

LASSO
0.92 0.62 1 0.98 0.40 0.33 1 0.81

(0.182) (0.001) - (0.329) (0.434) (0.156) - (0.176)

adaLASSO
0.93 0.55 0.98 1 0.69 0.36 0.81 1

(0.023) (0.003) (0.329) - (0.453) (0.180) (0.176) -
t+ 6 t+ 12

AR(4)
1 0.11 0.12 0.10 1 0.39 -0.04 -0.15
- (0.019) (0.498) (0.489) - (0.12) (0.022) (0.006)

Factor
0.11 1 -012 -0.12 0.39 1 -0.05 -0.09

(0.019) - (0.128) (0.127) (0.016) - (0.116) (0.384)

LASSO
0.12 -0.12 1 0.99 -0.04 -0.05 1 0.88

(0.498) (0.128) - (0.030) (0.022) (0.116) - (0.465)

adaLASSO
0.10 -0.12 0.99 1 -0.15 -0.09 0.88 1

(0.489) (0.127) (0.030) - (0.006) (0.384) (0.465) -
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Figure 7: Variables selected by the LASSO: IPCA
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Figure 8: Variables selected by the adaLASSO: IPCA
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Figure 9: Autocorrelation function: IGP-M
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Table 4: Most selected variables: IGP-M

LASSO t+ 1 adaLASSO t+ 1 LASSO-all adalasso total
P., AR, Dummy 0.27 0.94 0.07 0.14
Other Variables 0.73 0.06 0.93 0.86

G. debt 0.24 1 0.25 0.41
Unemployment 0 0 0.02 0.09

Exchange 0.15 0 0.02 0
Money 0.56 0 0.43 0.46
Others 0.05 0 0.28 0.04

The table shows how often a a variable from each of the groups was
selected.
The first row shows how often autorregressive terms, other inflation mea-
sures and dummy variables were selected. The second how shows the
proportion of the variables which are not considered in the first row.
Rows 3-7 show how the variables of row 2 are distributed.
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Figure 10: RMSE and MAE of all models: IGP-M
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Figure 11: Number of selected variables: IGP-M
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Figure 12: Cumulative squared errors: IGP-M
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Figure 13: Variables selected by the LASSO: IGP-M
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Figure 14: Variables selected by the adaLASSO: IGP-M
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Appendix A. Estimation Procedures

In this appendix we show some technical details on the estimation procedure.

Appendix A.1. Differentiation

We used the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test (ADF) and the KwiatkowskiPhillipsSchmidt-
Shin test (KPSS) to decide weather to differentiate the variables. An important thing to
mention is that we assumed that the IPCA and the IGP-M indexes are stationary. The ADF
strongly rejected the null, with p-values smaller than 0.01. The KPSS p-value was greater
than 0.1 for both indexes (recall the the null hypothesis for the KPSS is stationary). We
had several results in our data-set where both tests indicated the opposite or the p-values
were very close to the frontier of rejection. We adopted the criterion of differentiating the
time-series when there was doubt on the tests. All variables were differentiated except by
the inflation indexes.

Appendix A.2. LASSO and adaLASSO estimation

The LASSO was estimated using the R package GLMNET. Let λols be the penalty
parameter that implies in the model with the biggest possible number of variables, and λc
the the penalty parameter that results in a constant only model such that λols < λc. We
estimate the LASSO for 100 different values of λ such that the fist model uses λols and the
last model has only a constant. All the other 98 models have at least one selected variable.
This is the standard procedure in the GLMNET. We select the best of the 100 models using
the BIC. Figure A.15 shows the BIC as a function of the penalty parameter. The dashed
line is the best model and the upper axis shows the number of selected variables on each
model (including the constant). Although the function is not convex, it clearly has a global
minimum.

Recall that the adaLASSO estimator is defined as:

β̂ = arg min
β̂
||Y −Xβ||22 + λ

p∑
j=1

(β̂∗j )
−τ |βj|, (A.1)

Medeiros and Vasconcelos (2015) choose parameter τ computationally. After estimating
the fist step LASSO, they estimate the adaLASSO for different τ ’s and select the best
model using the BIC on a very similar way as the one implemented to select the best λ.
This increases considerably the computational cost since for each τ we have to estimate 100
models to select the λ. However, the authors showed that for the American Inflation, in
many cases this procedure results in forecast errors smaller than those form the adaLASSO
with a fixed τ = 1. Therefore, we adopted the same procedure here.
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Figure A.15: Model selection using the BIC
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Appendix B. List of Variables

Prices
IPCA - general -index (dec. 1993 = 100)
IGP-M - general - index (aug. 1994 = 100)
IGP-DI - general - index (aug. 1994 = 100)
IGP-OG - general - index (aug. 1994 = 100)
IGP-10 - index (ago. 1994 = 100)

Employment and Wages
Unemployment Rate - RMSP
Unemployment Rate - Opened - RMSP
Unemployment Rate - Occult - RMSP
Unemployment Rate - Occult - Precarious - RMSP
Employment Personal - Industry
Working Hours - Production - Industry
Number of Employed People
Employment level - Industry
Average Income
Minimal Wage - Industry
Real Minimal Wage
Payroll - Industry
Minimal Wage - Purchasing Power Parities
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International Transactions and Government Debt
Balance of Payments - Total Result - US$
Financial and Capital Accounts - US$
Current Transactions - US$
Unrequited Transfers - US$
External Debt - States and Cities
Fiscal Debt - Public Sector
Internal Debt - States and Cities
Internal Debt - Federal Government
Total Net Debt - States and Cities
Total Net Debt - Federal Government and Central Bank

Economic Activity and Production
Apparent Consumption - Alcohol
Apparent Consumption - Oil and Derivatives
Apparent Consumption - Capital Goods
Apparent Consumption - Intermediate Goods
Apparent Consumption - Consumer Goods - All
Apparent Consumption -Durable Consumer Goods
Apparent Consumption -Semi-durable and Non-durable Goods
Apparent Consumption -Industry - General
Apparent Consumption - Transformation Industry
Real Income - Industry
Real Sales - Industry
Electricity - Consumption
Default - Number of Queries
Default - New Registers - Net
Economic Condition Index
Bad Checks
Capacity Utilization
Industrial Production - Intermediate Goods
Industrial Production - Plastic and Rubber
Industrial Production - General
Industrial Production - Capital Goods
Industrial Production - Metallurgy
Industrial Production - Cellulose and Paper
Industrial Production - Oil
Industrial Production - Steel
Industrial Production - motor Vehicles
Slaughter Cattle and Poultry
Slaughter Pigs
Construction Index
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Taxes and Government Income
Cofins - total - Gross Income
Social Contribution over Net Profits
PIS / Pasep - total - Gross Income
Gross Collection of Federal Revenues
Taxes on Goods Circulation
Financial Execution
Import Taxes
Income Taxes - Legal Entity
Income Taxes - Individual
Total Gross Income Taxes
Taxes on Rural Properties
Social Security Cash Flow
Tax on motor vehicles
Other Taxes
Payment Rates
Financial Taxes
Industry Taxes

Exchange Rates and Finance
Exchange Rate - Dollar - Commercial
Exchange Rate - Dollar - Tourism
BOVESPA Stock Index
Dow Jones Stock Index
Average Return on Investment Funds
Return on Savings
Returns on Gold
Interest Rate - CDI / Over
Interest Rate - TJLP
Interest Rate - Over / Selic

Money
M0 - Monetary Base
M1
M2
M2 - Savings Deposits
M2 - corporate securities
M3 - Fixed Income Funds
M3 - New Concept
M4 - New Concept
M4 - Federal Bonds
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Economic Confidence
Consumer Confidence Index
Index of Economic Expectations
Government Evaluation - Excellent and Good
Government Evaluation - Regular
Government Evaluation - Bad
Way of Governing - Approves
Way of Governing - disapproves
Confidence on the President - Good
Confidence on the President - Bad
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